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OUT AND ABOUT

FEATURED
ARTIST
“Chief Nukachez”
“The World must prepare itself
for the next musical phenomenon of this era,
Terrence Allen (AKA Chief Nukachez)”.
Born in Kingston Jamaica, he was exposed to music at
an early age, under the influences of his mother who
was an aspiring songwriter. That interest in music further
developed at age 13 when he recorded his first dub
plate. Nukachez continued to develop his musical career and later earned a degree in Recording and Production at Full Sail University. His lyrics are original, fresh
and heartening with a perfect blend of reggae, cultural,
positive and spiritual melodies.
He has collaborated with artist such as Capleton featuring the single Ashes and soon to be released single
Shoes Lace (Don’t Lose Your Head) featuring Mykal Rose. Throughout his musical career, he
has performed on many stages with numerous artists such as Capleton, CoCo Tea, Junior Cat,
Julian Marley, Steven Marley, John Wayne, Dignitary Stylish, Biggaton and many more. His performances have left the crowd undulating in rhythmic ecstasy and begging for more.
Whether you meet him in the streets of Kingston, Miami, Orlando, Jacksonville or Europe you will
be mesmerized by his captivating energy and eloquence that connects to your soul.
His music is available at itunes music www.itunes.com/Nukachez, www.tunecore.com/Nukachez. For more information check www.myspace.com/Nukachez.com
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FASHION

Every generation there comes an undeniable talent,
that changes the face of entertainment. In the Bronx,
SKERRIT BWOY along with his GHETTO LIFE ENTERTAINMENT is ushering in a dancehall renaissance. Dedicated, talented, original, & unpredictable are juss a few
words that come to mind after spending five minuets
at one of his shows.

colorful

If you have yet to visit the Bronx, don’t worry because
the voice of the Bronx is well on its way to you. “Short,
black, an’ ugly” is how he introduces himself. SKERRIT BWOY a.k.a. MR. DOMESTIC VIOLENCE exploded
on the international dancehall scene in 2005, with his
sound system GHETTO LIFE.
Celebrated for his maniacal, competitive style, and
supercharged comical juggling, this likkle bwoy is one
of the most loved and feared in the business. “Ooooh
Wooooh” can be heard spewed throughout rammed
dancehalls, accompanied by custom dub plates, 45
LPs, & side-splitting chatter. Many dread their initial
meeting of SKERRIT BWOY, while others look forward to
his vibrant spirit.

“SKERRIT BWOY” is History in the making. Recently the Bronx based
selector has spearheaded “GHETTO LIFE SOUND” into being awarded
Star Crew Entertainment “BRONX SOUND OF THE YEAR”. 2005 - 2008 also
found SKERRIT BWOY entertaining venues in Antigua, Barbuda, St. Kitts,
Jamaica, Anguilla, Montserrat, Germany, Canada, Germany, and a
host of other countries, islands, and cities. His vibrant spirit, animation,
and interaction are what draw everyone’s attention to this deejay. So
much attention, that he has been featured in a wide array of media.
Among some of these are: FADER MAGAZINE issue 54, with a full page
spread. The video game “SWAGGER” as the main caracter. As a model
in the Jamaican Street magazine, Back a Yard (Issue 6). Such DVDs as:
Who is Baddest on the Dance Floor: Vol. 1 (Japan), I.R.T. Riddimz (New
York), & Lyric DVD Magazine (Canada). Not to mention his personal
documentary, “TEMPORARY SANITY” a Dan Brunn film, release on Friday,
June 29th 2007, at the 10th Annual RAI Film Festival in England.
Skerrit Bwoy is truly RAW & UNCUT TALENT.

person
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BOLT BACK TO WORK!

Bolt resumes training for 2010 track season
BY KAYON RAYNOR Senior staff reporter raynork@jamaicaobserver.com
Tuesday, November 10, 2009
LESS than two months after wrapping up his successful 2009 season, in which he won three gold medals at the World Championships in Berlin, Usain Bolt returned to training yesterday at the UWI
Bowl in Kingston.
“I just did some abs (abdominal crunches) and push-ups just
to try and to feel myself out. It was raining earlier, so I didn’t do
anything (track work) on the grass,” Bolt told the Observer in an
exclusive interview.
“The first day back is always good,” added, the 23-year-old,
who clocked world record times of 9.58 and 19.19 seconds to
become the first Jamaican to win the World Championships
sprint double.
“Last season was wonderful for me because I accomplished a
lot and I’m just looking forward to even try and do better next
season, so I’m looking forward to next year,” Bolt reasoned.
“It should be fun next year because there will be a lot of competition and it will be all about showdowns and I’m definitely
looking forward to it,” he added.
In the meantime, in reacting to his nomination for the 2009 IAAF
Athlete of the year award, Bolt, who collected the 2008 edition,
does not believe he is shoe-in for this year’s award.
“I don’t know if I’ll win again. I don’t know how the voting will
go, but I think I did extremely well, so I think I’m in the top two,”
reasoned the Glen Mills-coached sprinter.
Bolt along with Ethiopian long distance king Kenenisa Bekele,
Australian pole vaulter Steven Hooker, Norwegian javlin thrower
Andreas Thorkildsen and American sprinter Tyson Gay were yesterday shortlisted for the award by the IAAF after a three-week
pole among members of the athletics family worldwide.
The IAAF family vote consisted of a list of 1,799 recipients, including IAAF and IAF council members, IAAF member federations,
IAAF committee and commission members, IAAF meeting directors, IAAF ambassadors, leading athletes, athletes’ representatives, IAAF staff members and selected members of the international press. The female nominees will be announced today.
The winners of the 2009 World Athlete of the Year Awards will be
announced live during the 2009 World Athletics Gala in Monte
Carlo, Monaco on November 22. Bolt is scheduled to leave the
island next week for the function

JAMAICANS will have to dig deeper - much deeper - into
their pockets to pay for passports come next Monday.

The Passport, Immigration and Citizenship Agency (PICA) has announced increases of between 80 and 380 per cent in the cost of
passports with the new fees to take effect on November 16.
The changes will see the price of an adult passport increasing by
80 per cent, from $2,500 to $4,500.
The price of a passport for a child will also go up by 80 per cent,
from $1,500 to $2,700.
The most painful increase will be felt by those who lose or have
their passports stolen. The price to replace an adult passport
which has been stolen or lost will increase from $2,500 to $9,500.
This represents a 380 per cent increase.
Increase necessary
Persons will have to fork out $5,700 to replace a child’s passport
which has been stolen or lost. This jumps from $1,500.
In confirming the price increases yesterday, Angella Hamilton,
communications officer at PICA, said that the price of passports
was last increased in 2001.
PICA is one of a number of state agencies slated to be taken off
the Government’s budget for the next fiscal year.

culture

skerrit
bwoy

These agencies have been mandated by Prime Minister Bruce
Golding to ensure that their charges cover their expenditure.
In January, Major Richard Reese, permanent secretary in the
Ministry of National Security, announced increases in the fees for
several services offered by PICA but declared that there was no
plan to increase passport fees at that time.
“The proposal is not to increase the passport fee. The proposal is
to increase all the other fees,” Reese told the Public Administration and Appropriations Committee of Parliament.
According to Reese, the revised fees would address the shortfall
in revenue arising from the reduction in the sale of passports at
the time.

Stone Love rescues dance after patrons reject
Gaza/Gully tunes

In journalism parlance, “dog bites man is not news”, but if man
were to bite dog that’s an entirely different situation. So it comes
as no surprise that Stone Love’s Wee Pow stood head and shoulders above his fellow selectors at Bonnie’s Black and White Affair
held at the Peert Pavilion Hotel in Texas recently.

The real story, however, for the second year in a row selector
Super Claude’s performance left patrons wanting. He misread
the occasion, audience and the general mood of the eleventh
staging of this event as he went hardcore with Gully and Gaza
selections.
Songs from Mavado and Kartel have their time and place,
however, Bonnie’s Black and White affair was neither the time
nor the place. And patrons showed their resentment by simply
deserting the dance floor.
It took the turntable master Wee Pow who returned for a second
stint to steady the ship. The dance subsequently rocked until
well past 7.30am as top end liquor flowed in a seemingly endless
stream from the bar.
Selectors Super Claude from Afrique, Glamour Wayne and
Wee Pow were the headliners on a night when patrons from as
far away as London, New York, Atlanta, California, and Miami
came out in support of the first of three Black and White events
which, each year, signals the arrival of the Christmas season. The
other two will be staged by “Big Belly” Derrick in New York on
November 21, while Dennis “Wet Wet” will have his on December 31, at the National Arena in Kingston.
Promoter Bonnie, of Classic Promotions fame outdid himself for
this year’s fete. The décor totally transformed the ballroom and
this was complemented by the trendiest of fashion on both side
of the gender divide. The ladies stood out as little black dresses
dominated the night. The men were “clean” in suits and blazers.
Interestingly enough, it was Stone Love CEO and master selector, Winston ‘Wee Pow’ Powell who opened things with Quando
Quando at 2,45 am and moved into a solid Ben E King block.
After rocking the place for an hour, the Stone Love king gave
way to Glamour Wayne who was only outdone by the skill of the
veteran who preceded him.
Wayne was not disgraced however, far from it, as his mixes and
selections gave a glimpse into the future which revealed that
the art is in good hands.
Reggae dominated here with Marley’s Three little Birds and Bad
Card as standouts. Old favourites such as Carl Dawkins’ Satisfaction, Dennis Brown’s Revolution and Little Green Apples, Josey
Wales’ Under Cover Lover, as well as Shabba’s Trailer Load and
Who Say Woman Can Done were well received.
Fans of Black and White are anticipating the other two events
that will culminate this memorable triple bill.
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‘Out of Many, One People’, goes
the famed motto of Caribbean
Island, Jamaica. A country composed of a beautiful cultural mix
of backgrounds including African,
European,

Ding Dong Live in West Palm @ Seabreeze.
Special thanks to Patrick B and Dancearama crew

“Shuga”
Chinese, Indian and Jewish to
name a few. It’s no wonder that
Jamaica’s diverse DNA has
offered the world plenty by way
of popular culture. From the
rich sound of Reggae music
and its sub genres, through to
the idioms that have infiltrated
inner-city ‘slanguage’ across the
world. Jamaica’s mass cultural
significance is perhaps best exemplified
by the numerous displays of brand advertising, which attempt to partner the exotic
idealisms of Jamaica with products, knowing all too well that consumers will gladly
lap up such forged associations- If it’s got that Jamaican vibe, then it’s alright.

caribbea

out and
about

CARIBBEAN FASHION
The annual fashion event to held
across the Caribbean Isles attempts
to lift the lid on Jamaican couture
going beyond Bob Marley t-shirts
and string vests.

n
fashio

						

Artlicle from Felicia Okoye at DazedDigital.com

bECOME OUR NEXT FASHION MODEL OR COVERGIRL
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eMAIL YOUR PICTURES AND INFO TO: YARDVIBEZMAGAZINE@GMAIL.com
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Mr. Nuh Seh Nuttin

Dancin
Dancing within the Caribbean culture has skyrocketed throughout
the years. We have seen many dances emerge worldwide and has
evolved. We have seen many hot dance trends that took ova the
dancehall such as wacky dip, higher level, signal di plane, gully creepa, and more recent nuh linga, nuh behavior, paranoid and many
more to come.

The dancehall community depend on the dancers to set the new
dancing trends a lot of dancers pay tribute to dancing legends who
paved the way such as Bogle. Now dancehall style is worldwide.
Dancers are now taking the stage to present dancing to a higher-level
each dancer taking the vibes to the next level. Its exciting to see men
and women hit the stage to compete for the best dancer title or best
dance crew.

Born and raised in Kingston Jamaica the multitalented “Mr. Nuh Seh Nuttin” Was destined for fame.
For many years he has looked up to
and been inspired by the best entertainers in Dancehall World who left
their trade mark in the culture the
main one being Mr. Wacky and now
this star is on his way to the top bringing along his hit single “Jungle Love” .
You can check it out at www.myspace.com/mrnuhsehnuttin for bookings contact whitechicks promotions
860-985-2039

vibez

fEATURED
dANCERS

B.L.A.K. Squad
The original B.L.A.K Squad was created by dancehall king
d.vibez of Jacksonville & Energy. They recently added
new member Scooby. The group was formed in 2009 and
have been taking the reggae community by storm by being fetured on dances in tampa, Jacksonville & West Palm
Beach just to name a few. The group has
been in many shows with diffrent people
such as capelton & tony materhorn.
and trying to bring their own creation of
dances such as “energy swing” & “sick
wid it” soon to hit your city.
B.L.A.K Squad
For booking ctc Yardvibez Promotion
904-469-3337
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events and
ENTERTAINMENT
Atlanta

Jacksonville

Orlando

THURS

FRI/SAT

4/23 “BLACK & WHITE AFFAIR”
FOOTWORK & FRESH PRINCE
BDAY BASH LUX ULTRA LOUNGE
5688 INTL DR ORLANDO FL

“ REGGAE SWAGGER” ICON
257 TRINITY AVE

3/20 “RUB A DUB” KOZY KOVE
4654 HOPE SPRINGS RD
3/20 “WEBBA BDAY BASH MINGLEZ
2930 EMBER DR DECATUR GA

FRI/SAT
SAT

DE REAL TING CAFE
128 W ADAMS ST
“VIBEZ”EVA READY
8933 LEM TURNER RD
CLUB DIS IS IT
3801 N MAIN ST

3/27 SCRATCHY BDAY BASH & 		
SLAUGHTER TONE ANNIVERSARY
CLUB XPOSE STONE MOUNTAIN

SUN

4/24 GYPTIAN & JAH VINCI ATRIUM
5471 MEMORIAL DR STONE MT

West Palm Beach

5/8

TONY MATERHORN LIVE
MINGLEZ
2930 EMBER DR DECATUR GA
6013 MEMORIAL DR DECATUR

3/19

4/17

6/26 “CHAMPANGE BALL” ROYAL
SANTA FE ORLANDO FL
SUN

MONTE CARLO SUNDAYS
3801 N MAIN ST

“FASHION FUN HOUSE”
CARIBBEAN CHOICE
2845 N MILITARY TRAIL
“SKIP TO MY LUU” SEABREEZE
5075 OKEECHOBEE BLVD

“SUNDAY BREEZE”
TAVERN ON THE LAKE
6996 PIAZZA GRANDE AVE

Miami
5/30 BEST OF THE BEST CONCERT
BICENTENNIAL PARK DOWNTOWN

classifieds

Yardvibez Promotions are
currently seeking hip hop &
reggae dancers for special
events. ctc yardvibez promotion
for more info 904-469-3337
Prince Music World
One stop shop for cds dvds
& More 8933 Lem Turner Rd
jacksonville, florida
MOTB Photography & Graphic
arts studio - M.O.T.B is looking
for fresh new faces and models
of every race, size, age will be
considered for local print & ad
work. 1343 rogero rd jax, 32211
904-744-4491

LOG ON TO THE THE HOTTEST ONLINE
CARIBBEAN COMMUNITY FOR NEWS,
ENTERTAINMENT, VIdEOS & MORE
MASSAGE THERAPY ANd ALL HAIR
dESIGNS, NATURAL HAIR PRODUCTS
PLEASE CONTACT PEACHES
904-444-7939

muzikal mixx
1410 Palmdale ave
for all your music and dvd needs
SOUTEL ALL OCCASIONS CENTER
BEAUTIFUL EVENT CENTER FOR ALL
OF YOUR EVENT NEEDS. HAS SPACE
AND KITCHEN, SPACIOUS ANd PLENTY
OF PARKING CONTACT FELECIA FOR
DETAILS 904-735-2212

JACKSONVILLE CARNIVAL ORG
WWW.JACKSONVILLECARNIVAL.ORG
ANNUAL JACKSONVILLE CARNIVAL
2010 WILL BE THE BEST EVER
LOG ON FOR MORE INFO
extreme hair designs
Twist & design locs by nikki
904-418-3880

Angela Natural Gifts
GIFT BASKETS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
AND WEDDING PLANNING
917-912-1471
Body-N Balance
PHYSICAL THERAPY, ACUPUNTURE,
BEAUTY RESTORATION
3980 Southside Blvd.
Jacksonville, FL
(904) 645-6529
WWW.YARDVIBEZ.COM

THURS
“SOCA THURSDAYS”
GINGER BAY CAFE
1908 E HOLLYWOOD BLVD
DOWNTOWN HOLLYWOOD

RESTAURANT
REVIEWS
Jerk Machine

The Dutch Pot

Jamaican Crusine

Jamaican Restaurant

8085 W Oakland Park Blvd, Sunrise, FL 33351
(At N University Dr)

111 N State Rd 7, Plantation 33317
(Btwn NW 38th Way & W Broward Blvd

(954) 749-8877

(954) 583-4657

Open Daily: 8am-9pm

Good food, service & atmosphere
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COLORFUL PERSON

November 14th
Started snowing. The first of the season and the first real
snow we have ever seen. The wife took buttered buns
and we sat by the window watching the soft flakes drift
down; clinging to the trees and covering the ground
could never do anything like this in Jamaica. IT WAS
BEAUTIFUL.
November 15th
we woke to a lovely blanket of crystal white snow covering the landscape. What a FANTASTIC sight!
Every tree and shrub was covered with a beautiful white
mantle. I shoveled snow for the first time and
loved it. I did both our driveway and sidewalk. Later, the
city snowplough came along and accidentally covered
up our driveway with compacted snow from the street.
But the driver smiled and waved and I waved back and
shoveled again Canadians are so friendly! Unlike those
people who work the corporate area.
November 16th
It snowed an additional twelve inches last night and the
temperature has dropped to around four degrees, the
cold weather is not so bad, we can take this, not at all
as bad as we imagined. Several limbs on the trees and
shrubs have snapped due to the weight of the snow. I
shoveled our driveway again. Shortly afterwards the
snow plough came by and did his trick again. Much of
the snow is now brownish gray.
November 17th
warmed up enough during the day to create some
slush, which soon became ice again. Bought snow tires
for both cars. Slipped on my batty in the driveway, paid
$130 for the chiropractor, but fortunately nothing broken. More snow and ice expected
November 18th
Still cold. Sold my wife’s BMW and bought a 4x4
in order to get to work. Slipped on the guardrail
and did considerable damage to the right fender. Had
another 15 centimeters of white shit last night. Both vehicles coveredin salt and crud. More shoveling in store
for me today. That damn snow plough came by twice
yesterday.
November 19th
2 degrees outside! More rahtid snow. Not a tree or shrub
in our yawd that hasn’t been damaged. Power was off
most of the night. “Blouse and skirt” got mi first heating
bill. Tried to keep from freezing to death wid candles
and kerosene heater, tipped over and nearly burn the
rahtid house down. I managed to put the flames out but
suffered second degree burns on my hands and lost all
my eyebrows and eyelashes. Car slid on the white
shit on the way to the hospital and was a write-off.
November 20th
Rahtid white ting keeps coming down! I have to put on
all the clothes I own just to get to the mailbox. If I ever
catch the bitch that drives that rahtid snowplough, I
gwine mek him mumma feel it. I think he hides around
the rahtid corner and wait for me to finish shoveling,
then comes down the street at about 160km/hr and
cover up wi driveway again. Rahtid power still off. The
toilit froze and parts of the roof have started to cave in.
November 21st
Twelve more centimetres of rahtid snow and rahtid ice
and God knows what other kind of rahtid white shit fell
last night. I wounded the rahtid snowplough with the
pick, but the driva got away. The wife took off and left
me.
The rahtid car won’t start and I think I’m going rahtid
snow-blind. I can’t move my rahtid toes, haven’t seen
the bomboclaat sun in weeks and there’s more rahtid
snow predicted. Wind chill is 30 rahtid degrees below
rahtid zero!!
November 22nd
Mi a move back to JA cause dis ya place a go kill mi!
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Free Barber
One day a florist goes to a barber for a haircut. After the
cut, he goes to pay the barber and the barber replies: I
am sorry, I cannot accept money from you; I am doing
a community service. The florist is happy and leaves the
shop. The next morning when the barber goes to open
his shop, there is a ‘Thank You’ card and a dozen roses
waiting at his door.

Advertise with us!
904-469-3337

jamacian humor

A Jamaican’s First Snowflakes
Diary of a Jamaican who moved to Canada to escape

A cop goes for a haircut, and he also goes to pay the
barber and the barber replies: I am sorry, I cannot accept money from you; I am doing a community service.
The cop is happy and leaves the shop. The next morning
when the barber goes to open his shop, there is a ‘Thank
You’ card and a dozen donuts waiting at his door.
A Jamaican goes for a haircut and he also goes to pay
the barber and the barber replies: I am sorry, I cannot
accept money from you; I am doing a community service. The Jamaican is, of course, very happy and leaves
the shop. The next morning when the barber goes to
open his shop, guess what he finds there????
(You know it!!!) A dozen Jamaicans waiting for a free
haircut...
Monkey and Lion In The Zoo
A Jamaican living in the States was down on his luck.
Out of work and broke, he started going around to various companies in the city begging for a job, any job.
Finally he got to the zoo. The zookeeper looked stressed
out.
“The monkey escaped last night”, the zoo-keeper said,
“if you are willing to put on a monkey suit and stand in
the monkey’s cage for a couple days, I’ll pay you”

yardvibezmagazine@gmail.com

www.myspace.com/yardvibez

The Jamaican immediately accepted. The pay was OK
and the work wasn’t hard. He swung from the tree, and
the
kids fed him fruits and nuts. He actually started enjoying
himself. He even started adding a few acrobatic moves
that he had seen on TV. Late in the afternoon he swung
a bit too vigorously, lost his grip and flew clean out of
the monkey cage and landed in the lion cage next
door.
The lion let out a huge roar and our friend in the monkey
suit bawled out, “LAWD GOD, MI DEAD NOW”. The huge
lion immediately pounced on him, grabbed him by the
throat and whispered, “Man shut yuh raas, if yuh evah
mek mi lose di likkle wuk yuh si...”
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